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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which two statements about IS-IS are true? {Choose two)
A. Both routers need to have the same hello intervals and hello
timers in order to form IS- IS neighbors.
B. Both IS-IS routers need to have the same capabilities in the
hello packet in order to form neighbors.
C. The default hello interval is 10 seconds and the default
hold timer is 30 seconds.
D. The hello interval can be changed on a per-interface basis
with the command ISIS hello- multiplier.

Answer: C,D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Which one of the following commands is used to test an MO?
A. RXEST
B. RXMOP
C. RLELP
D. RXTEI
Answer: D
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Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4
Click on the Exhibit Button to view the Formula Sheet. What is
the maximum maturity of a US Treasury bill?
A. 5 years
B. 270 days
C. One year
D. 183 days
Answer: C
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